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Simple Solutions To Building Website Traffic
In today’s competitive business environment, it's absolutely
vital that businesses ensure their brand isn't only recognized
but also relevant. As a result of this, there has been a surge
in companies turning to Social Media to drive traffic to Their
Websites. This has had some sense of efficacy in the past,
particularly following a rise in the popularity of the term
“social media".
Social media is pretty simple to use for the average user
who is looking to have fun while keeping up to date with
what their friends and family are doing. However, for a
Business Enterprise it's not as easy given that the motive
behind it is “different”; in that it has a profit motive.
Looking ahead be mindful, people will catch on to this and
the consumer “may” become involved in the “profit
motive”. Some savvy consumers have already caught on to
affiliations and commissions for inviting new sign ups for
apps, games or new commerce entities online. If you don't
really understand social media now is the time to start
learning.
This e-book is intended to guide you and show you how
You Can Successfully Drive Traffic from Social Media to
Your Website and Ultimately to Your Business Location.

Let us imagine that you've started Your Business and have
made the Executive Decision to use Social Media to
enhance The Traffic to Your Website and Ultimately to
Your Business Location. Therefore, you have set up a
number of different social media profiles for Your
Particular Business BRAND. This is when the tough stuff
begins.
You'll probably start to ask specific questions
such as:
• How do I get traffic from social media channels
to visit my website?
• How do I increase my followers “and” my likes?
There are times An Enterprise may manage to get
traffic to the site, however, after a while the law of
large numbers begins to apply and
You may start to ask yourself:
• How will I be able to increase the traffic to my
site “day in & day out” in a consistent
• manner?

If these are some of the questions you're having then you
need not worry!
This guide will assist you in finding answers to the
questions you may have in regards to Increasing Traffic
to Your Website and Ultimately to Your Business
Location using Social Media.
One of The Chief Principles that you shall learn in this
guide is how to develop a Social Media Strategy then
Comprehend The Elements that IMPACT The Strategy
and cause it to come into full fruition; rinse and repeat
and adapt over time.
An interesting thing about time is that it can be a good
fodder for research. According to a study that was
conducted to investigate The IMPACT of Social Media, the
last decade there has been a staggering increase in the
number of individuals who are using Social Media in The
United States. This number has increased from 7% to a
whopping 65%!!! If this is not a wake up call for you to
Understand and Make Use of Social Media in your business,
then I am not sure what will be.
Okay let’s ask ourselves, what is the BIG HOOT about
Social Media? Why is it important for business,
networking and society?

The simple answer to this is because there are sooooo
many people spending “incredible amounts of time” in
these Social Media “Platforms”(Market Spheres). This
makes them the perfect targets for referrals as well as for
driving targeted traffic to your websites and pages.
At this point you may be curious as to how exactly social
media may drive traffic.
Here's how it happens:


Social Media Engages the viewers and at the same
time offers them content that is useful,
interesting or relevant to them.



Social media also allows the users to conduct
surveys. For businesses this is a wonderful
opportunity to connect with the audience or the
customers by asking them questions. This helps
the consumers (Potential Affiliates or Referrers)
to feel more connected to
-The Company.



Interacting with The Audience allows
-The Company to get feedback on products,
policies, campaigns and all sorts of relevant
material. This feedback can then be analyzed
and will help the business to adjust the
Marketing Strategy where necessary.



Social media enhances BRAND Reputation. By
displaying the product on the Social Media
Networks, this ensures that the brand is placed
on display for a number of potential buyers in the
event that they logged on to seek out your
services. EXPOSE YOUR BRAND OFTEN!!! This will
provide them with a further incentive to purchase
Your Product.



Social Media also helps a Business to Associate
with The Industry Influencers. By making use of
social media the business is able to expand its
overall Professional Reach or that of Its Partners
and Collaborators. Therefore The BRAND is
Associated with the Industry Influencer and thus
becomes a pivotal or Influential Source of
information as well as a “place” of advice and
dissemination of website content.



Social media can also be used by businesses to
enhance Customer Retention and BRAND Loyalty.
There is no argument that Social Media is one of
the most effective feedback tools available that
characteristically is a medium which allows the
users to act more social, and get feedback that is
sincere and unapologetic from the audience and
customers. This really allows the business to get
more useful information about the target
audience in a very easy manner. At the same time
the audience also gets to know The Business
BRAND which enhances the Overall Conversion
and Loyalty Rates.



Social Media Proliferation has gotten to a level
that it's almost expected by The PUBLIC that any
reputable company should have a Facebook and
maybe or may be not a Twitter page. This is
because this is the most effective and easiest way
that the customers can contact the business and
have access to reliable information. The
implication of this is that the company or the
business gets more credibility while the
customers trust it more. A business with a Social
Media Page looks a tad bit more legitimate and
the more popular The BRAND on Social Media the
more credibility the business will have.



Search Engine Optimization (SEO) score. If you
are worth Your Salt in the Marketing Business
then you have probably heard of Search Engine
Optimization. This is basically a means of
ensuring that the content of you brand is easily
accessible or rather pops up first when one
searchers various attributes about the brand.
With that in mind, every SEO specialist will tell
you that Social Media Accounts have a strong
implication of the overall SEO score of any
business. This will, in turn have an impact on the
overall traffic to the site. In a subtle way, social
media networks are beginning to resemble
generic search engines, ergo it is not possible to
effectively carry out Search Engine Optimization
without fully factoring in the implication of social
media accounts on all the “relevant” networks...

Picking Out The Right Social Media Platform
It is important that one picks out the most appropriate
Social Media Platform and Channel for Their Business; You
should be certain that the medium which you have chosen is
aligned with your specific business goals and ideals. Here is
where you can employ the use of -The S. M. A. R. T.
Strategy to ensure that you create objectives which are
measurable.
You *Endeavor to Research Your Key Target Market. Get
information about the composition of your demographics
such as the location, gender, age, religion, income,
education level, ethnicity, number of children, and marital
status. This information will help you to identify the various
Personas of Your Buyers and all their probable mediums as
far as social media is concerned. You can choose to ask a
wide array of questions “in Order” to get the information
required to identify The Various Personas.
These should encompass questions such as:
What are their likes and dislikes?
What inspires them?
What is their overall career orientation? (A
good example is HubSpot which has done an
exemplary job in drawing in these kinds of
followers).

Also ask them:
Do they follow the current trends and/or
fashions concerning their interests?
Are they generally sociable in nature?
(Buzzfeed is a platform that excels in
attracting followers that are oriented
towards trends and are sociable).
Do they seek out attention? (These are
basically those individuals that would
perform any task for likes).
For further aid in terms of discovering your target
audience, you can make good use of tools such as
Mention which will help you keep track of the key
words that are related to your business.

It is worth noting that while there is a need for the brand
to be recognized as quickly as possible, this does not
necessarily mean that your business should be on all the
social media platforms. On the contrary, you should only
focus on the ones that will help you accomplish the goals
that you have set for yourself. It is also important to note
that while setting up a social media page is almost often
free, maintaining the page is quite intensive with respect
to time management and resource allocation.

For business to consumer (B2C) models, you are advised to
make use of Facebook and Twitter as they are the most
effective for these types of interactions.
Here's a hypothetical situation. We're imaging that you're
the owner of a Local Bar & Restaurant. You then go online
and search for a popular hashtag like “beer”, the result of
this search will be a list of what people within your
location are talking about with regard to your services.
This will further allow you to interact with the users that
are posting about these services and provide them with
offers through a simple “#” hashtag sign. This is an
example of a Business to Consumer Connection as in this
case you would have interacted directly with the customer
or client and provided them with whatever it is that they
needed.
When it comes to Business to Business types of
interactions, Linkedin is one of the best ways to facilitate
B2B Connections among the social media platforms. It's
important to understand that even in this situation where
the interaction is business to business, the human element
is quite important, in fact it is a core element. When
broken down to their constituent parts you will find that
businesses are groups of people and if you can be
successful in attracting with the people behind the
business then by extension the business will find you
interesting.

The key point here is to market yourself to be very
attractive & interactive to the end user.
Google + is quite beneficial when it comes to drumming up
traffic for posts that confer some sense of value. On the
other hand, Pinterest mainly focuses on the visual
component such as the photographs and inforgraphics;
basically it is all a medium that would be visually relevant
and informative to the brand. Instagram has gained a
significant deal of popularity in the recent past; retailers
in particular have given this social media network a warm
reception as it provides them with the perfect opportunity
to display the products that they have for almost no photo
hosting cost.
SlideShare is another platform that comes highly
recommended as it allows you to provide the users with
heavy and complex information in a manner that they will
comprehend with ease. SlideShare is all about
presentations. Often, you'll find that people visit
SlideShare to consume information that is difficult or
complex, find solutions to specific problems and of course,
to have a sample of some great presentations on display.
Now we've covered almost all the different social media
platforms that one could make use of in the event you
needed to launch your social media page. However it's
important that we discuss the associated costs. On the face
of it all, social media will only require you to invest your

time, something like a few hours in any given day, in order
to be effective.
In comparison, this is a small price to pay when you look at
the sales that it would in turn bring while it becomes
successful. Often time is not the only thing that one should
invest. Sometimes one may need to run advertisements on
these social media platforms in order to get more traffic to
the site for a season or quarter. This will be discussed
much later. For now it suffices for you to know that in
order to increase the overall traffic to your website, your
presence on the correct platform is the key element for
success. In Order.

The Right Content To Post On Social Media
Now that you have successfully created a page that is
pleasing to the eye and looks professional, the next bit of
work is to come up with content (PLR optional) that you
can publish to your audience. This might come off as a
simple endeavor on the face of it but now that you are at
this juncture you might be asking yourself, “How does one
do that?” Ideally, the first step would be to research on
what the competition is posting. The aim is not to mimic or
replicate but to find out what the audience is being fed
with and the reception they are giving to that kind of
information. You should strive to do better than the
competition and remain 100% ethical!
It may take a number of tries but eventually you'll find
what is referred to as your tone or voice. Now you can sit
down and develop a posting strategy that is geared towards
righteously drawing the attention of the audience, you
want to spark intelligent interaction with them. Do not be
bogged down on one thing or try not to focus too much on
what others are doing, at *first you should focus on what
works for you or what you're good at.
For instance, if Photoshop and Photography are your strong
suites then you should start by sharing pictures and images
on Instagram and Pintrest.

There are a number of software apps and programs
you can make use of that will make your work easier.
The following list is just a small number of the content
generating tools that you may find handy when they're
at your disposal:


Skitch is a tool that is good when one is working
with screen shots



Inforgram is designed to suit all your
infographics needs



Canva is an exceptional tool for images, and



MyBlogU is a tool that you can use when you
want to brain storm for ideas for your social
media content.

Research has shown that of all the content on social media
platforms, images and other forms of visual elements such
as videos and .gif's tend to get a better reception by the
audience which is often in the form of clicks, views,
retweets and likes.

Facebook and Twitter are two of the most popular social
media platforms and here photos receive 54% more likes,
103% more comments and 84% more clicks as compared to
other content that is posted without being visual in nature.
With that information in mind, it is important that you aim
to tap into the potential of visual content. Ergo, you should
always make sure that you have included images, videos,
short texts, hashtags and emoticons wherever you deem
appropriate in order to create more interaction. You can
focus on posting images and links; you can retweet or you
can post exceptional quotes or artistic works for your
audience. A good tactic to engage your audience would be
to ensure that you diligently post the same content for all
days of the week except for one where you post a different
type of content (anything different). The aim of this is to
observe the overall impact it has on the audience
engagement.

Posting - When & How Often
Now that we've figured out the right kind of content for
your audience, it's time to consider other parameters
such as the *time and the *frequency of posting...
Let us begin with the Time Element. Setting the best
time to post on social media may prove to be a difficult
thing to accomplish simply because your given page may
have an audience from all over the world and therefore
there may not be an exact sweet spot with respect to
timing for posts across all social media networks.
Timing is Important because you will often want to post
your content at high traffic times on Social Media
Platforms simply because it is at these times that there
will be an increased likelihood your content will be seen
by the most number of people, thus translating to better
results.
To date, there have been countless studies that have
tried to investigate the best times or the highest traffic
times that would be suitable for posting. However, it is
important to note that not all content is the same and
not all audiences are the same for each business and
therefore the findings of these studies may prove to be

altogether not useful because things aren't always the
same.
REMEMBER each social network has it's own theme or way
“You Present Content” on that network.
The best way of finding out the optimum traffic times for
your content would be through the trial and error
method. You can start by making posts at all times of the
day through the use of post scheduling tools that are
available online and aim to observe the exact times and
days that work best for your product or brand. Studies
that have been conducted on online businesses show that
Thursdays and Fridays have an 18% higher likelihood of
audience engagement.

How Frequently Can You Post
It is understandable that when you would like to post
your content as frequently as possible to ensure that
the audience has had a good look at what you have to
offer. After all, the whole point of the exercise is to
ensure that your content is viewed by as many people
as possible, right? Well, it appears that there is a limit
to how frequently you can post without irritating your
general audience and causing them to view you as a
spam messenger.
For instance, a study was conducted on the social
media platform Twitter and there were a number of
users who made complaints that there were some
individuals that tend to share their content a tad bit
too much which they found to be off putting. It turns
out that this complaint was pretty valid after all.
Nowadays, users of social media can resort to all sorts
of tactics to ensure that their content is viewed. There
was this one case that users had installed a plug in
that allowed their old content (blogs) to be shared
periodically in an interval of exactly one hour. This
kind of “information overload” was definitely too
much and the users began to view it as spam and
consequently had a negative attitude towards the
bloggers.

Admittedly, this tactic of flooding the timeline with
information may have some good results in the short
run which is exhibited in the form of clicks, it is not a
sustainable strategy and you should definitely avoid it.
If your posts border on the extreme in terms of
frequency, then the users will develop a habit of
ignoring you, or will ultimately unfollow you.
However, if you are looking to share your content
more than once, there are a few ground rules you can
use to ensure that your content does not become
inappropriate.
The following tips should help you in this endeavor:
Always consider your followers. Often the case can be
we get caught up in the desire to get more clicks then
we forget the purpose for social media is to offer
valuable content, insight, data or even secrets;
NOT to flood our audiences timeline with “repeat
content”. It's irksome. Therefore, also remember the
Good social NEWS feed that You ARE providing is not
meant to be consumed by you but by them.


Avoid becoming a Spammer. There is no need
to explain how spam messages are often
annoying. Therefore, avoid becoming an
annoying spammer by coming up with a

schedule that is smart as opposed to one that
is largely crowded.


Take into account *Your Own Habits. It would
be helpful to reflect on your own habits when
you're using social media. At what point do
you deem something to be a spam? Use this
logic to ensure that you do not cross the
aforementioned line.



Do not post anything that you wouldn’t
appreciate. Try and put yourself in a neutral
position and imagine how you would react if
you witnessed someone with an identical
strategy as yours. This should be the
barometer that you use to analyze whether
the strategy you are employing is appropriate
or not. This is because there is a high chance
you're not the only one who would feel the
same way.

Always aim to offer value. As it was earlier mentioned,
there is nothing wrong in posting content more than
once provided that you are re-posting this content with
an aim to provide value to your audience. If the aim is
simply to flood the timeline then you should probably
consider reducing the frequency of posting.

If you decide to follow these simple tips then you
should be in a position to develop great social media
content that will promote traffic to your site without
it becoming too repetitive for your users

Tailoring Your Message
“-The Different Social Media Platforms”

This is a topic that has been of great discussion in the
recent past. There has been a tendency among new
marketers, they tend to promote the same content
across all the social media networks. This normally is
NOT a good idea.

For instance, let us imagine that you came up with a
wonderful blog post and you decided to share it on
Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter and Google+. If you decided
that you'd post the same message to accompany the said
blogpost on all your social networks, then the individuals
that would view your content on multiple mediums will
probably just scroll past it. They are noticing your
automation (without mindfulness to social network).
Why is it important that you come up with a different
message across all the different platforms? Let us think of
this situation... Someone has chosen to ignore your content
on one platform, then by rewording your content on a
different medium you get another chance to grab their
attention and entice them to click on your content. They
understand you're using that network like they are.

In addition to that, we had mentioned earlier that every
platform is unique in terms of the kind of content that
flourishes there. Therefore content will be different in
structure and appearance from medium to medium and
therefore you need to adapt your content in order for it to
fit that particular platform.
For instance, there are no hashtags on Linkedin and at the
same time there is no snippet on Twitter. It's “the
nuances” that will prove to be the difference and also
where you find success in posting on different platforms in
the end.

Traffic Increasing Strategies On Social Media
What are the repercussions if you share content more than
once? Well to be honest -the jury is still out on this one as
there are varied ideas as to whether you should post
content more than once or not. However, this guide shall
give you useful tips on how to work around this. This is very
important as it may help you increase your traffic almost
two fold. It is a very basic concept and when you execute
it in the right manner, it will pay off greatly.
To begin with, every time that you publish a post make
sure to include a heading, hashtags, link and share it on all
the networks. This is to ensure that this content is easily
traceable, capable of trending through the hashtags and
has content that can direct traffic to your site. However,
most marketers will tend to overlook the fact that for each
post there are usually very few people that will see it
whenever it is posted let alone the target audience. The
limiting factor here is their actual presence at the time in
which the post has been published.
With respect to this you will have to share content that you
deem to be valuable a number of times, sometimes 1 to 2
weeks from the initial date of posting. Sometimes even
years later if you stick with the same message(s). However,
also be very careful when you do this. Steer clear from the
mistakes of spammers such as sharing your content every

hour; if you flood the timeline of other users with your
news post it will cause them to think that you're indeed a
spammer and the result is that they will unfollow you.
Usually. This can be used as a funnel or filter too when it is
reversed. We'll get into that later.
There is no need to force issues and then end up ruining
the whole relationship altogether.
Additionally, it would not hurt if you were to add some
sense of variety to your posts despite the fact that it is the
same content. For instance you can ask questions or
include some pull-up quotes from the actual post.
For example; you're posting content on twitter. It would
be beneficial if you were to make sure that each tweet
regarding the same content is unique in its own way;
alternate between publishing the headline of the post and
asking questions about it. Admittedly, this simple twist (1st
last 1st last) will demand some time to execute effectively
but there is no questioning the fact that it adds a great
sense of variety to the final stream. This is a very efficient
way of creating a healthy level of engagement with the
target audience without appearing to be a businessman
who is only concerned in promoting their own content.
Mindfulness is key. These a few message types that can be
of great help to you when they are needed.

The following are simple examples:


Direct and Easy: Here is where you post a Title
and a Link to the content that you are promoting



The Question: Here is where you ask the
audience an engaging question to spark a
conversation and keep your content relevant and
trendy



State Facts: Share a fact or two accompanied
with some figures this adds variety to your
content



Share a Quote: Extract a quote from the article
you've written and convert it into a social
message



Add some Intrigue: Publish a message that will
tease the audience and grab their attention
towards the content that you are publishing.

The beauty of this tactic is that it provides you with an
excellent way in which you can try out all your new ideas
on your followers. For instance, you may be concerned
about various aspects of your strategy such as the efficacy
of asking questions to increase reader engagement.
It's also worth noting that this practice will provide you
with an excellent opportunity to create and come up with
new headlines from which you can choose what works best
for or with your content.

Making Use Of Hashtags
-Increased Reach

Hashtags have become the norm for almost all the social
media platforms these include Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram, Google + and many others. The benefit of using
hashtags is that they provide you with an avenue to conduct
research on what other users are commenting or discussing
with relation to your brand or products.
This is often very valuable information that can be used to
restructure your campaign. Hashtags can also be used to
ensure that your content is easily accessible or can be
located by the interested parties. It's a pretty simple
technique that would only require you to include all the
hashtags that are relevant and have a relatively high rank in
terms of traffic in your online posts.
However, remember that there is also a limit to how many
hashtags you can use without making it confusing and
unappealing.

Interaction With Relevant Social Networking
-Communities&Groups

Social media nowadays provides the avenue for one to
join groups and communities which are intended to bring
various individuals who share the same interests and
have similar ideas under one roof
(metaphorically/metaphysically of course) .
By joining these groups you get the opportunity to
interact with a number of individuals who will open your
eyes to new possibilities regarding your area of interest.
What you should do is create a group or two depending
on your interests and also join a large number of groups
and communities that are active and have some
similarity or likeness to your specific niche.
The rationale behind this move is that these groups and
communities provide a vital source of traffic to your
business website as a result of the community spirit and
the underlying spirit behind the establishment of such
groups and communities in general!

This is just a helpful hint: post new and fresh or
evergreen content links in the groups and communities
you join. However, try to lose the sales pitch tone here
because these groups and communities house people who
are looking for value and they tend to be put off when
they feel as if they're being sold something.
By joining the social media networks that are not known
or rather those that are not so popular, you will gain a
competitive edge by being among the first individuals or
businesses that get to use the nuances of that platform
to close a sale.
The reasoning here is that if the medium is not crowded
then you'll stand a better chance of making an impact.
It's important that you seek out social networks that are
engineered specifically for your type of trade; for
instance, if you are an author or you sell books then
GoodReads would be your ideal place to be. The benefit
of social media platforms that have similar interests as
your business is that you do not have to go through the
whole process of informing them what your product is all
about and then proceed to making a sales pitch, they
already have some sense of interest in your product or
whatever it is you have to say.

Include The Link & Information To Your Website On Your
Social Media Profiles & Link To Your Social Media Profiles
On Your Website(s)
Make an effort to ensure your website content is easily
accessible from your social media pages in the form of a
link. Also thoroughly inspect your links and ensure that
they work perfectly when someone clicks on them they
will instantly be directed to your website. Let's note that
this is a delicate endeavor and it is always a two-way
street with respect to social media and website traffic. It
is quite crucial that you make sure your website(s) is
social media friendly. There are a number of tools that
can help you with this particular endeavor; AddThis is a
very helpful tool that will allow you to add social media
buttons, with their logos in tow, to your website in order
to enhance the overall visibility and traffic.
Thus far we have been adamant about the subtlety of the
sales pitch, however, when you're adding buttons to your
website do not forget to include the Buy Now Button in
all your social media pages. At the end of the day you are
running a business!

Pay Attention To The Industry Influencers
-KeepThemEngaged

It is absolutely crucial that your business has the
attention of the industry influencers given that they have
the power to invest in your business and ensure that it
flourishes. A wonderful way to ensure that industry
influencers share the content of your business is to come
up with articles that feature them or includes them or
even their blogs, websites or companies. One way of
doing this is by coming up with an article that interviews
one of the influencers or even create a blog post that
rounds up the influencers.
Basically what you are doing is stroking their ego in one
way or another. When it comes to social media, people
will tend to respond to your content if it somehow
benefits them. Here the influencers will support your
content because they are mentioned in your content.
However, do not randomly post content about the
influencers and expect that they will return the favour.
You will need to create some rapport with them. First
contact the influencers, seek out their opinion on your
specific content and request that they share your
content. In some cases it will require you to spend a bit
of money to promote your content.

StumbleUpon Ads is a great option where you can splash
some cash to ensure your content is seen. Here your
website will come up as a “referrer” with respect to
influencer website analytics; this will persuade or
encourage the influencers to share the content and thus
increase the overall traffic to your website.

The Visual Component Of Social Media

Research has shown that social media content which contains
some form of visual component has a higher likelihood of gaining
an increased sense of engagement as compared to posts that do
not have a visual component. *This goes to show that you stand a
better chance of attracting more traffic to your social media page
if you have more visual content.

If you are serious about embarking on a content
marketing campaign then you need to be aware of what
will stimulate engagement and ultimately growth. There
is no argument, content that is based on text is forever
going to be an integral component of Marketing,
however, in Order to completely set yourself apart from
the competitors in the digital era then the visual
component must be a key element in all your endeavors.
If you take into account that over 65% of individuals are
categorized as visual learners, 90% of all the information
to the brain is visual, and that presentations that have
some visual aid have a 43% chance of being more
persuasive; then it makes complete sense to make use of
content your users will have an innate sense of
resonance with it.

The following are some of the types of visual content
that you can make use of in your marketing in order to
increase your traffic.

Images
It has been shown that whenever you separate a body of
text with some images which are compelling, there is a
higher inclination of people to finish up reading what you
have written on condition that the images you've used
are high quality and are relevant to the content. This is
similar to how children view images and respond. Keep
planting and watering visions.
Marketers have observed that articles with images
receive 94% more traffic than those that do not have
images. As a consequence of the influx of digital content
and the accessibility of the internet with the use of
mobile phones, attention spans have never been shorter,
which makes content that is presented in large blocks a
tad bit too off putting for the novice observer.
Cast a wide net. See what you got. Separate what you
got. Use what you got. Reflect. Correct. Advance. Cast a
wide net.

You are highly advised to make use of images that are
original or rather images that you create by yourself
because this tends to add a sense of personal touch to
your content.
High quality images tend to be expensive to buy or time
consuming to create.
This is not a cause for alarm as there are resources such
as Canva that will allow you to create captivating and
unique images for free.
At Your disposal is a bountiful resource of photo-sharing
sites such as Flicka where you can acquire images for
free.
Always ensure that you have sought the proper authority
to use the images you create.

Videos
Videos are particularly useful when it comes to
presenting problems that are common and then
showcasing the solutions your product has to offer.
Admittedly, there are often cheaper alternatives for
visual content that are available, a carefully thought out

video can bolster up Your Marketing Campaign by
showing that you are willing to work the extra mile to
offer more quality.
There was a study that observed, by adding a video to
one’s landing page they enhanced their conversations by
a whopping 86%. There are many kinds of videos that
have the potential to enhance your business ranging from
how-to videos, demonstrations, explainer videos, and
testimonials. Regardless of your preference, it is vital to
ensure that the videos you choose are congruent with the
personality and ethos of your brand.

Infographics
If you need to condense all your complex data and
statistics into a visual display that's compelling and easy
on the eyes then infographics are your best bet.
Additionally, you can accompany infographics with
promotional tools such as networking with key
influencers, optimizing your landing page and so on. In
this way, infographics can become an integral part of
your marketing campaign.

In order to get the most out of infographics, it is pivotal
that the design and layout is made to have a powerful
impact. The design mush have a combination of all the
right colors, shapes and fonts in order to convey the
data. The information that you select for the infographic
must always be truthful, accurate and relevant.
Sometimes even the most mundane data can get a fresh
lease of life when it's conveyed using visualizations.
However, it's important to note that your visual elements
need to have some sense of narrative, it would be
senseless to disrupt your narrative just to show your
Adobe illustrator skills...
It has been noted that bloggers tend to be attracted to
good infographics, therefore if you can promote your
infographics in an effective manner there is a likelihood
that it will be circulated within the social media
platforms thereby increasing the overall traffic to your
website. The more shares that it gets the more publicity
your brand receives. It's very important that you make a
habit of including thumbnail images in addition to a
hyperlink to your site in social media content.
This will allow you to bypass all the size restrictions that
may be imposed on the platforms.

Meme's
Memes can be described as images that are have
humorous captions inscribed. When memes started out, it
was not perceived by many that they would have a
pivotal role in content marketing as they were only
meant to serve as an entertainment tool.
Making your own memes is a superb way of evoking
emotions that are positive and also setting yourself apart
from the competitors. To begin with, you must try to find
out what niches are suitable or line up with your niche
audience and whether they will get some sense of
engagement or not. If your brand is appreciated mostly
by the young people then there is a likelihood that
memes would be appropriate.

Screenshots
A screenshot will allow you to provide your audience with
a highlight of the internal workings of your service or
product. It allows you to show them the functions that
you can offer from a perspective that is direct and
personal. You can also add a marketing copy and a
testimonial or two in order to enhance your overall
credibility.

Screenshots are often a great tool to corroborate claims
that you are indeed providing the service that you make in
your sales pitch. For instance, if your business is making an
app and you have marketed the various functions that it
performs, a screenshot with a caption can be the excellent
visual verification that your audience would need in order
to have some sense of trust in your claims.

Despite the fact that screenshots appear to be the
least captivating visual content that we have
discussed, they can be extremely beneficial when
used as a trust building tool. It would be beneficial
if you were to view them as a tool to capture the
customer feedback or their testimonials.

Social Media Automation
You might also want to automate your social media posts
in order to get the best out of them. The benefit of
automating social media posts is that it offers you the
option of analyzing the overall results of a given post at
any given time. There are numerous tools that you can
make use of to automate your posts.

Automating posts does not mean that you get to lay back
and observe. Simply posting is not enough for a
successful marketing campaign. You need to converse
with the people that are interacting with your products.
This is seen and unseen.

Tracking Your Results
It is very important that you have a way to track your
results on social media. You can employ the services of
Google Analytics Social Reports which will allow you to
keep track of your social media traffic. You can then use
this to come up with the next steps for your social media
strategy.

Conclusion
Suffice it to say, business managers must ensure that
their businesses and product brands remain relevant for
them to translate into “sales & growth”. One of the
common ways that companies use to achieve this is to
tap the power of the internet whereby they are directing
users and consumers into their sites and locations.
The proven expectation is that once these loads of
internet users are driven into these websites and
business locations, there will be an increase in brand
recognition and sales arguably, the company can be able
to showcase their products there. There are hundreds of
ways through which organizations can successfully drive
users from social media sites to their websites and
locations.
The methods that are discussed in this report ARE'NT
exhaustive, but We've endeavored to cover the most
common and successful ones that companies REALLY use.
And to the extent most of them go to post news updates
on all these different platforms.

Enjoy Social Media Power by just getting the basics down
and doing well.
At that point You WILL be ready to advance or You WILL
know exactly what to expect if you outsource and about
how it all should go.
A good idea is to start looking at spending some of your
print, radio and t.v. Advertisement Budget on Social
Media.
Learn the value and then you'll understand how to get
services and You'll know what prices are right or accurate
and what is not!

Enjoy “Social Media Power”
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